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Editorial 
Welcome to this, the fourth edition of Time On. 
 
The role of the NSW Australian Football History Society is to research, gather, document, catalogue and 
arrange for the safe keeping, of objects and items of significant interest to the history of Australian Football in 
NSW and most particularly in Sydney and to disseminate information about the history of the game in this 
state.   
 
One of the ways we share information about items in the collection and disseminate interesting aspects of 
footballing history is through stories and articles published on our website.  Every year the gathers together 
the best of these in this annual journal, Time On, for distribution to members of the Society  
 
As in previous years these articles are grouped by broad subject: information about football in specific years, 
information about places where football has been played and stories of some people involved in our great 
game in NSW as well as general interesting pieces on historical football information.  
 
We hope you enjoy reading. 
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1907 Was Not A Good Year To Tour 
 
In the first decade of the last century, country areas in the state 
in particular the Riverina, put pressure on the NSW Football 
League to take representative teams to their areas to help 
promote the game. 
 
It would appear that the league had to fund all or part of such 
tours, other than where arrangements were fashioned with 
local clubs or associations.  In the 1907case the cost of taking 
the Sydney team to Hay, Narrandera and Coolamon was 
shared equally three ways at eleven pounds ($1,508.00 in 
today' s money) each.  It is unknown how the subsequent 
deviation to Wagga was paid for. 

 
Nevertheless, representative games are expensive and this was at a time when the league recorded a four 
hundred pound deficit in 1907 (calculated at $54,857.00 in today' s terms) and yet still played nine 
representative games. 
 
How players got the time off work to make trips of this nature is a mystery.  This particular trip was for a week 
during July in which they played four games .  At the same time, a NSW sent a representative team to Brisbane 
to play against Queensland.  Naturally enough games in Sydney for that round were suspended. 
 
This leads us to speculate that the best representative team available did not make the trip to the Riverina and in 
any case, four of those chosen failed to make the journey.  Some research in other such circumstances suggest 
that players were asked to put their names forward regarding their availability, rather than being selected on 
merit. 
 
The team was announced two days before the team left Sydney and so it would have been a case of a last minute 
scramble to secure additional players at a time when telephones were almost non-existent.  Consequently it is 
fair to assume that many of those who went did so to just make up the numbers. 
 
A group of 20 players together with the manager, Bill Prince, took the 755 rail kilometre trip, probably 
travelling second class, from Sydney to Hay;  the left on Sunday Evening, July 7.  They would have arrived at 
their destination by mid Monday afternoon.  This rail trip would have taken at least 10 hours travelling via 
Goulburn, Junee and Narrandera.   
 
In this first game at Hay which was played on Tuesday 9 July, the local 
businesses closed their premises in order to attract the largest possible crowd 
to the Park Oval.  The Sydney Team Manager, Bill Prince at 35, played in the 
first game before a crowd of 900, each of them paying six pence (now, $3.00) 
entry;  the gate was later declared at fifteen pounds (now $2,057.00).  Hay 
won this encounter 5-11 (41) to 2-10 (22).  Afterwards the team was treated to 
local hospitality at Tattersall's Hotel, where incidentally, a ‘cordial’ welcome 
was thrust upon the visitors on their first night in town. 
 
The following day it was off on a 172km journey east to Narrandera travelling 
by the early mail train.  The players complained of being stiff and sore in this 
next game and they failed to keep pace with the locals who fielded their best 
side possible.  The Sydney team' s performance was described as poor and 
they were badly beaten 10-19 (79) to 2-1 (13). 
 
However after the game they were again feted by the locals which didn't add 
to their condition, particularly when the next day they again travelled by train 
the 61km to Coolamon to participate in a further match.  This time the visitors 
showed a bit more promise and were able to get over the relatively 
inexperienced Coolamon side 5-6 (36) to 3-9 (27) at the Recreation 
Ground.  Another social followed in the evening in honour of the Sydney team. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/NSW-Rail-Map-2.jpg
https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Hay-football.jpg
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They must have all been very thankful at the rest the team got on the Friday however the following day they had 
to back up against a very experienced Wagga combination in Wagga Wagga. 
 
A regular football competition was played at Wagga in 1907 between the established clubs:  Lake, Newtown, 
Oldtown and Federals.  They too chose a solid combination to match their Sydney opponents. 
 
Unfortunately, all the work the Sydneysiders had put in during the previous few days took its toll and a number 
of players were unable to take the field.  Inconceivably, it was first suggested that replacements would be sent 
from Sydney but in the end the team was supplemented with players from Narrandera (3), Coolamon (1) and 
Ganmain (1). 
 
Before a crowd of 350 this replenished side put up a better showing than they did against Narrandera where at 
the Wagga Cricket Ground they were beaten 10-27 (87) to 5-5 (35). 
 
In the eyes of the locals, the results of the tour did little to enhance the standing of the game in Sydney, given 
that it was only four years since its resurrection there.  [Australian Football had folded in Sydney in 1895 only to 
be re-established by a number of enthusiasts eight years later]. 
 
So much did it not impress the locals that the Hay newspaper labelled the tour a joke following the Sydney 
team’s dismal display in the four match tour. 
 
Regardless, football officials in Wagga put on another function after the match where the Sydney boys again 
indulged in night time pleasure. 
 
The team made their way back to Sydney the following day by train arriving Sunday Evening. 
(With thanks to Rail.net for the map of NSW Railways) 
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The changes of 1926 
“NEVER in the history of the Australian game in N.S.W. have the prospects been 
brighter than at present. The introduction of the district scheme has infused new life and 
vigour into the various clubs comprising the League, and the coming season promises to 
be particularly brilliant and busy.” 

So said a news report from 1926. 

This year was a particular watershed in Sydney football, as were a number of other 
years one might say, that heralded change. 

*   The Railway club morphs into Western Suburbs. 
*   Balmain amalgamates with Sydney FC, to become ‘Sydney FC’  (you have to ask what                   
amalgamation?) 
*   Paddington amalgamates with East Sydney to become Eastern Suburbs FC 
*   North Shore FC changes their colours to red and black. 

During the leadup, the drum had been beating for some time in Sydney football to again adopt the ‘District’ 
System. 

District football meant that a player could only play for the club within whose district he resided and if he 
moved and wanted a transfer to a new club he would have to prove residency for at least three months. 

District clubs were also responsible for school and junior football within their area. 

This method and manner of regulation all sounds good but proved in future years a joke as clubs continually and 
openly cheated the system. 

In July 1925 a committee was appointed by the League to investigate the District Scheme. One of its eventual 
recommendations was that the competition be reduced to five senior clubs. Opponents of the District Scheme 
wanted it maintained at its level of eight and possibly more. 

Again Jim Phelan (pictured) led the push, this time as the outgoing honorary League secretary (general 
manager), suggesting that the number of clubs too be reduced from eight to five. This time he gave this as one of 
his reasons: “that with the depleted finances of 1924 to retain more than two revenue producing grounds, 
Erskineville and Hampton (Trumper Park) Ovals”.  He reasoned that five clubs would require only two grounds 
each weekend where a gate could be charged and thus more money to the league. 

This was not the first time the League had embarked down the District football trail. Much trumpeted by Jim 
Phelan, after whom the Phelan Medal is named, the District Scheme was adopted in 1913 which saw the 
disbanding of the YMCA and Railway Clubs to make way for the new plan. WWI put a stop to these re-
arrangements when the League was forced to take any club who wanted to play. Subsequently Railway re-
entered and later a police team participated as did one representing the public service. 

District football had been introduced in other states as it had in cricket and Rugby League in Sydney. 

Phelan though had strange ideas: he wanted Paddington and East Sydney to unite to form Eastern Suburbs and 
Railway and Balmain to join and form the Western Suburbs Club. Not finished, he also wanted Sydney and 
North Sydney (North Shore) Clubs to amalgamate and form a ‘Northern Suburbs Club’ with Newtown (his side) 
to remain as it was and South Sydney to establish their headquarters at the former league owned ground at 
Rosebery. 

His motion failed so he resigned. 
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The League eventually decided on a “revolutionary measure which, we believe, is going to be the greatest 
stimulus the game, has received in this State.” 

The committee’s report said that the proposed districts be North Sydney, South Sydney, Eastern Suburbs and 
Central (Sydney-Balmain-Glebe). Provision was also to be made for the two districts of Western Suburbs and 
St. George, which would be regarded as unallotted territory up until “they show they have the necessary 
organization they will be admitted as district clubs.” (but we were not told who ‘they’were) 

Late 1925, while the vote was recorded at 9-3 in favour of the change, not all were happy. Walter Thompson, 
secretary of the Railway Club wrote a scathing letter to the Evening News suggesting that justice was denied 
them. His was one club to be abolished. 

The 1926 makeup of the league became: Eastern Suburbs, Newtown, North Shore, South Sydney, Sydney and 
Western Suburbs Clubs. 

The Australasian Football Council executive has decided to vote £300 ($23,000 today) to New South Wales and 
£250 to Queensland for propaganda purposes. The money to be spent in encouraging the game in the schools 
and among junior players. 

The league also submitted a proposal to the various State Leagues for the appointment of a secretary-organiser 
in NSW for a term of three years at a salary of £400 ($30,666 today), per year. The cost of such to be borne by 
the following State Leagues on the basis of: Victoria £200; South Australia £120, Western Australia, £110; and 
Tasmania, £20 The South Australian League had already given unanimous approval to the proposal. It never got 
off the ground. 

However 1926 did introduce a big change in Sydney football, and change is always so hard to implement and 
accept. 

It provided the foundations for the introduction of St George, which had already fielded a team in the reserve 
grade in 1924 but failed to materialise the following season. It wasn’t until 1929 that they came into the 
competition in first grade. 
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Highlights of 1960 
    Some information from 1960 is riveting.  Amongst them are those of the Australian  
    National Football Council Section 2 Championships played at Trumper Park in Sydney 

over a period of seven days. 

Some information from 1960 in particular is very riveting.  Amongst them are those of the 
Australian National Football Council Section 2 Championships played at Trumper Park in 
Sydney over a period of seven days. 

With the passage of time and the constant change of administrators at the NSW Football 
League, this is one series that has been forgotten. 

The combatants were: NSW, VFA, Queensland and "Canberra“ the latter playing under that title until midway 
through the 1970s. Here are the results: 

DATE WINNER   SCORE LOSER SCORE 
25 June   NSW 14-24 (108)   QLD  13-19 (107) 
26 June   VFA 17-31 (133)   Canberra    3-11 (29) 
29 June   NSW 13-13 (92)   Canberra  13-12 (90) 
29 June   VFA 22-20 (152)   QLD    3-7 (25) 
2 July   Canberra 16-16 (112)   QLD   13-10 (88) 
3 July   VFA 23-24 (162)   NSW     8-9 (57) 

As well, there were some extraordinary lead-up games, particularly the games played during the week. 

Before the VFA v Canberra match, Sydney University, who were not competing in the Sydney league that year, 
13-11 (99) d Combined Newcastle 6-5 (41). 

In the match Canberra v Qld, the curtain raiser was East Side v West Side while on the following day, which 
turned out to be the final in the game VFA v NSW, the Navy 9-16 (70) d 
Army 4-9 (33). 

A very interesting aspect to the 1960 season which a few readers may 
remember, was the opening of the Frank Dixon (pictured) Stand at Trumper 
Park. It replaced a dilapidated timber stand which was built early in the first 
decade of last century and stood almost on the corner of Glenmore Road 
and Hampton Street. 

Frank was a very charismatic character and a long time player and supporter 
of the game in Sydney. 

While he probably deserves a page on his own (which we will work on) 
Frank was born and raised in Doncaster Avenue, Kingsford.  After 
attending St Mary's Cathedral High School, he played rugby league as a 
youth then switched to Australian Football in 1926 turning out with with the 

Daceyville Waratahs Junior club, winning the best and fairest in his first year. 

He later played with South Sydney and coached them to the 1934 & 35 premierships as well as runner-up in 
1936 & 37. 

He represented NSW on nine occasions from 1935-37 and at one stage was a player-coach of the state team. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Threepence-small.jpg
https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Frank-Dixon.jpg
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Frank enlisted for the Second World War where he was wounded at El Alamein, later became a proud 'Rat of 
Tobruk'. 

Upon return he was elected senior vice president of the NSW Football League and subsequently appointed non-
playing state coach from 1947-1952. 

He was involved in politics and for a number of years a Labor alderman for the ward of Fitzroy in the City of 
Sydney Council.  He was deputy Lord Mayor of Sydney between 1960-62. 

The new stand was opened on 25 June by Sydney Lord Mayor Harry Jensen and named after this legend of the 
game in Sydney. 

The new stand, since now remodelled if not almost destroyed, "will seat 1500 people and has first class 
amenities, including tiled bath and shower rooms and dance hall and refreshment room." 
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1960-1961 
In the early 1960s, Sydney, and for that matter, NSW football, underwent  some very 
dramatic administrative issues. 
 
1959 was the last season that long serving league secretary, Ken Ferguson held the 
position in an honorary capacity. Ken was an employee of the NSW Railway and with 
24 years continuous service for the league, decided not to recontest the position. He was 
55 and thinking of the need to consolidate his superannuation and other government 
entitlements. 
 
The then president of the NSWAFL, Alf Snow (pictured top) said of Ken "In this state 
the name Ken Ferguson is synonymous with Aussie Rules . It is difficult to estimate the 

value of Ken's work for our game. In my opinion the greatest single factor in keeping the game of Australian 
football going during the dark days of 1941-42 was the enthusiasm and work which he put into the task." 
 
Ken's retirement came at a time when the league was moving into the appointment of a permanent secretary 
(general manager) with then offices at Trumper Park, Paddington. Ken declined the role but with his shorthand 
and typing skills, remained on in the minor position of Minute Secretary. 
 
So as the league moved into a new period it did so with a brand new secretary, Jack Holman, who was almost an 
unknown in Sydney football. Also new was the shipping executive president, Wilf Holmes, from Western 
Australia. 
 
Besides this the league adopted a new management system where all power and authority was vested in the 
office bearers and an elected board of management. 
 
Some on the Board had served in previous administrative positions with the league while others were new to the 
job. They met every Monday Night during the season. 
 
Prior to this club delegates held sway on major decisions of the league. This system, adopted in many leagues 
and associations throughout the country, did not always produce a fair and balanced view on issues because of 
possible club bias. 
 
The other former sub-committee which was morphed into the management was that of league finance 
committee. This was one group which did have some power. 
 
1960 
So the league sailed into 1960 with virtually a new team and new structure. 
 
They tried 16 aside – and failed.  They managed an ANFC Second Division Carnival at Trumper Park over a 
three day period with the VFA, Queensland, Canberra and NSW all participating. 
 
Holman reported on what he thought was a relatively successful year although the league’s treasurer, Stan 
McLean recorded a deficit of £473.5.4 ($13,107 today).  A far from satisfactory result. 
 
1961 
In 1961 however appeared things appeared very dim for the NSWAFL. 
 
The new president Ern McFarlane, for years a Newtown FC stalwart who replaced Wilf Holmes after only one 
year at the helm said of season 1961 that it was "the most turbulent and troublesome in the history of the NSW 
League." � 
 
It appeared that the treasurer was not keeping up his job and the finances became a mess. After the league 
treasurer resigned, his replacement was scathing in his report on the league's administration.  He said “receipts 
had not been written up and bank deposit slips did not show particulars of deposits.” 
 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/1956-Alf-Snow-001.jpg
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The clubs along with the ANFC were continuing to fund the position of 
fulltime secretary with a salary of almost $29,000 (in today's money).  
 
The ANFC however, stopped their contribution when the state of the league's 
finances was revealed. This resulted in the suspension of the secretary.  
 
In August 1961 Joe Boulus was appointed temporary league secretary, on a 
salary of $650.00 (in today's money) per week, plus expenses. This continued 
until one week after the grand final. By November his salary had dropped to 
$277.00 a week. Some in the league thought the organisation did not need a fulltime employee and were not in 
favour in continuing the position. 
 
However, like many disasters, "from chaos comes order." But it took its time. 
 
Deficits 
From 1956 certainly through to the mid-1960s the league consistently recorded deficits. The period of 1960-62 
was particularly challenging and one would imagine any normal business in a similar situation would have been 
declared insolvent. 1960 - £473, ($13,107 today) 1961 - £619 ($16,782), 1962 - £543 ($14,768) 1963 - £37.11.5 
($1,030).  By 1964 new Secretary, Rhys Giddey, had the finances under control and the league declared a profit 
of £420.11.0 ($11,215). 
 
An anecdote from the 1963 League annual report provokes more interest:  
The season saw the League once again with a new Secretary, the third ln as many years and also saw the 
unprecedented action of the immediate past Secretary issuing three writs against members of the Board, a writ 
against the President, together with a summons against the members of the Board. The writ against the 
President and two of the other writs have had judgment signed in favour of the defendants. The latest writ and 
the summons is still current. 
 
Ferguson 
By 1966 Ferguson had retired from his clerical position with the Railway and was appointed to the post vacant 
fulltime secretary’s role with the league. He was honest, meticulous with an eye for detail. Although aging, the 
very experienced Ferguson held his own at the league and the game again began to move through another era. 
 
The days of deficits were over. The league had the financial support of the Australian National Football Council 
as well as the Western Suburbs Licensed Club who in particular, poured thousands into supporting the game and 
its administration in Sydney, continued. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
  

League Officials in the 1960s 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/1969-Hart-Felstead-Ferguson-Hayes-small.jpg
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The 1903 Resurrection  
In 1903 the game in Sydney was resurrected after a hiatus of nine years. 

We found this article in the Sydney Mail from 1903 which gives a broad description of the establishment of the 
game in 1880, then its revival early last century.  We are not certain of the author. 

"The first annual meeting of the New South Wales League  "Australian rules” was held at the Y.M.C.A. Hall on 
Friday. It is 23 years since the first big meeting of the kind was held in Sydney, and it was the outcome of a 
small movement in Woollahra started by Mr. G. A. Crisp, who was subsequently captain of the Sydney club, 
and the writer. The idea was to form a club in Woollahra for the purpose of keeping a lot of young cricketers in 
good condition. 

The meeting was advertised in the 'Herald', and the usual attention was drawn to the advertisement. Rain came 
down very heavily, and there were not more than a dozen present, three of them being Mr. Horace Rogers (who 
was 'Leatherstocking' of the 'Mail '  [a very vocal supporter of the game when it first began in 1881]), Mr. Crisp 
(the convenor), and myself. That meeting was adjourned to Mr. Hook's Freemasons' Hotel, in York Street, and 
amongst, those present was a big representation of Rugby followers. After a very noisy meeting an association 
was formed, and clubs quickly joined it. The game was played for 16 [sic] years, and then it died out of 
existence. 

The present movement in favour of the Australian game is being carried on better lines than that of 23 years ago, 
and it is hoped it will meet with better success. There is room for Rugby, British Association (soccer), and 
Australian games. Men who play Rugby will not play Australian football, nor will the adherents of the British 
Association game play either of the other two. 

Those who are responsible for the revival of what was formerly known as the 'Victorian' game have a much 
harder row to hoe than they appear to realise, and it is just as well that they should be told this. The meeting on 
Friday evening was presided over by Mr. E. W. O'Sullivan, M.L.A., and amongst those on the platform were 
Messrs. D. A. Madden, D. Levy, M.L.A., H. Hedger, J. J. Virgo, G. Moriarty (of the Fitzroy Club, Melbourne), 
McGuire, R. McLeod, the secretary (Mr. Kewin), and others, and there were about a hundred in the body of the 
hall. Mr Madden, who has now taken up his residence in Sydney, was a very prominent figure in cricket in 
Melbourne, where I had the pleasure of meeting him and of hearing him sing. 

Mr. H. Hedger was one of the moving spirits in the very early 80's. He played for the Sydney Club, and so did 
the two Ballhausens, who were also present on Friday evening. Mr. J. J. Virgo, the secretary to the Y.M.C.A., is 
taking a big interest in the movement. The report submitted by the hon. secretary, Mr. Kewin, traced the 
movement from the start to the present time. 

There were now the following clubs in existence -Sydney, Paddington, West Sydney, 
East Sydney, North Sydney, Redfern, Balmain, Ashfield, Y.M.C.A., and others, while 
some were in course of formation. The report referred to the excellent work done by the 
provisional committee, and also the fact that the Collingwood and Fitzroy clubs were 
coming to Sydney and would play a match on May 23, the cost of the undertaking being 
estimated at £1000 [$138,000 at today's inflation rate], while all the proceeds would go 
to the New South Wales League. 

The Hon. E. W O 'Sullivan in congratulating the league on having introduced the 
Australian game in New South Wales, said he was a member of the old Waratah Club 
that played the Australian game. The new game, or at least a revival of that which was 
played 20 years ago, promoted physical and intellectual exercise. The officers elected were Patron, His 
Excellency Sir Harry Rawson; President, Sir John See; vice-presidents, Hon, E. W. O'Sullivan, M.L.A., Hon. A. 
W. Meeks, M.L.C., Messrs. J. M. Templeman, A. E. Nash, J. S. Brunton, E. A. Scott, Major Roth, D.S.O., D. A. 
Madden, H. Hedges, H. Rapiport, R. Shute, J. J. Virgo, Dr. A. Maitland Gledden, Dr. G. Armstrong, Mr. D. 
Levy, M.L.A. ; treasurer, Mr. H. Hedger; hon, secretary, Mr. A. E. Kewin." 
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Why football did not kick on in Sydney  
There have been several reasons as to why Australian Football did not kick on in Sydney.  Most of these have 
been offered by people who have little knowledge of the background and history of the game’s development in 
the city. 

Here, Hugh Stone, a Sydney based journalist of the late 1880s and early twentieth century tenders his 
opinion.  If you have a moment, it’s not an altogether bad read written in  1920 and appears verbatim: 

'' I have no intention of discussing the merits or demerits of either the football codes, but I did think I can put my 
finger on the cause which prevented the Australian game catching on when first introduced, and also show why 
the game since revived some seventeen years ago still struggles for generous recognition. Like 
your correspondent; G. Saunders, New South Wales is my native state, but while he has all life before him mine 
lies behind. I can remember the visit of the Carlton Football Club is 1877 is like Adam Lindsay Gordon, 'I can 
shut my eyes and recall the ground as though it were yesterday.' That was the time when intercolonial jealousy 
ran strongly, and bitter rivalry often existed between the citizens of Melbourne and Sydney. 

The code was then known as 'the Melbourne game,' and though occasionally referred to as Victorian, was never 
called Australian. If I am not greatly mistaken the first game of football ever played on the Sydney Cricket 
Ground (for the then trustees were averse to it) was under this code in or about 1881, and was between the 
newly-formed clubs, Sydney and East Sydney. The outcome was promising, but up rose antagonism straight 
away. One man in particular (I -am not going to mention his name) - [We can - it was Monty Arnold who was a 
very big wheel in rugby circles in the 1880s.  A stock broker and very well placed in Sydney Society at the time 
with a caricature of him shown below - ed.] was keen enough to see that the surest way to crush the game was to 
play on jealousy's string, and he sneeringly spoke of it as 'the Melbourne game.' Then came the added sneer, 'the 
ladies' game.': I do not know if he coined this unjust phrase, but he freely used it, 
and once in the early 'eighties when there was a split in the then thin ranks of 
Rugby club's, and the Glenheads, a fast brilliant team, threatened to go over in a 
body to the new code this man entertained a Rugby gathering vide the press by 
telling them that at half-time in the Melbourne game, as played on Moore Park the 
mothers brought their exhausted darlings cakes and ginger beer . He sowed a 
fruitful crop when he set the seeds of jealousy and ridicule, and to him more than 
anyone else belongs the credit of killing the game, in its early stages, for at no time 
till it petered out did it have a grip on the sport-loving section of the community. 

In the early nineties circumstances compelled me to move to the Victorian border 
and from thence I went on to West Australia; and when I returned in 1899 the 
Australian code was not only dead, but the few Rugby clubs of the early eighties 
had grown enormously and any attempt to re-establish the Australian, game, 
seemed useless.  Yet the attempt was made and made under circumstances slightly 
more favourable than in the eighties. 

First, Federation had been brought about and the old jealousy was slowly dying 
and secondly, the title of the  'Melbourne game' had been dropped for the larger 
one of Australian. Then why has it failed? There is now surely no single person 
strong enough to block its advancement as in the old days? Candour compels one to admit that  though, failure 
in the first place came from without, now it comes from 'within.',  Many of the men standing behind the game 
to-day are whole-souled sportsmen generous in their giving, and energetic in their labours and this 
acknowledgment is rightly their due. But if one searched Australia for men least able to foster the Australian 
cause in New South Wales, these could hardly be displaced for their credentials 'how not to do it.' [remember 
this was written in 1920 - ed.] 

This is not satire, but comes of that deadly earnestness born of conviction. What has been the position in the last 
15 or 16 years? A man who has figured in football in the other States has but to come to Sydney and identifies 
himself with a club and he is soon a delegate. He knows nothing of Sydney conditions, but he knows that in 
Melbourne, Adelaide, or Perth where the native-born game draws its crowds of thousands, and he feels assured 
that he has but to mention the game's excellences and all Rugby enthusiasts will abandon Union or League to 
follow him as the children did the Piper of Hamelin. Looking back over the years, I can recall, dozens of men 
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whose enthusiasm dragged the (NSW Australian Football) League into all sorts of difficulties, but who to-day 
have retired, enthusiasm and cash gone. And New South Wales is still unwon for the national game, and it will 
remain unwon till the native born largely predominate in the League and in the representative teams. 

All honour to the men who in the past and in the present have given their time and money for a cause that is dear 
to them, and who have seen the latter vanish with their optimism. It is strange but true that this very optimism 
has been the game's undoing. But for some of this type the League would never have entered into that 
transaction which a few years ago temporarily lost them Erskineville Oval and saddled them with the Australian 
Football Ground. Had they listened to the native-born contingent they would have stuck to the well- worn but 
truthful tag, 'hasten slowly,' and the game might-have been spared its heavy set-back.  

Oh, the League wreckage because of the wrong men at the helm. Wrong, only because they were at the helm, 
otherwise their pence and their presence are invaluable; they are Australians. If ever the game succeeds in this 
State it will be by the help of those born here, the younger generation so finely typified by Ibsen in The Master 
Builder. When these knock at the door of the League the day of Australian Football is assuredly at hand. In the 
meantime, let us learn to hasten slowly and stick to Erskineville Oval, where our first and most lasting success 
has been won. The world knows the sorrow that follows the kicking away of the ladder by which one has 
climbed to success.'' 

Arrow (Sydney, NSW: 1916-1933) 
Date: Friday, 20 August 1920, p.9 

 

Hugh Stone edited a Sydney based weekly football publication in 1906 & 07.  Thankfully, the whole 1907 issue 
has survived and can be read on the Society’s website. 

His above assessment is a very blunt and maybe slightly blinkered explanation of the reason football failed in 
Sydney.  It was not all due to Arnold's attitude, who, incidentally, never let up in his criticism and condemnation 
of the Victorian game during his lifetime. 

Basically, interstate jealousy was a founding reason, but there were others: 

o RUGBY (there was no rugby league then) was almost intrinsically entrenched in Sydney when the 
Victorian game emerged in Sydney in 1880; 

o THERE was a suggestion that in 1877 an intercolonial game be played, which at first accepted, saw 
those in charge proffer the idea that the two games (Australian and Rugby) could not mix.  Reading 
between the lines, it was clear, that NSW would not be dictated to from those in the recently emerged 
Victorian colony; 

o RUGBY officials very much feared a takeover when the game was first introduced but in reality, a 
maximum of only six or seven clubs ever existed in Sydney at any one time to rugby's clubs which 
numbered in the forties; 

o THERE was no real clear and defined leadership with the Australian game while rugby had as its 
active president, clerk of the NSW parliaments and clerk of the Legislative Council from 1871-1914, 
John Calvert;  Australian football had the Irishman, Phillip Sheridan as its president.  He was the man 
in charge of the SCG but records will show he only attended two meetings of the NSW Football 
Association in his nine years at the top.  (in those days, presidents were really only titular heads, but 
Calvert was an exception in Rugby.  He also refereed rugby games and attended and chaired most 
meetings of the SRFU). 

o IT is true that Australian football initially had a sympathetic press and this situation was very much 
maligned by the rugbyites.  However this support waned in the early 1890s and those in the media who 
had moved to embrace the rugby code showed the Victorian game little compassion. 

o AS the game self-destructed in 1892-94 it was on a road of no return. 
o LITTLE credit is given to Harry Hedger MBE, who sacrificed his football career in the 1880s to 

promote the code in Sydney.  He then led the way in the resurrection of the game in 1903. 
o WHEN re-introduced, it again looked good, but as Hugh Stone said, unfortunately, and despite all the 

good intentions, shot itself in the foot. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/harry-hedger-mbe
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By this time and particularly following WWI, the door had shut and the horse had well and truly bolted.  Both 
rugby codes were firmly entrenched in Sydney and most of NSW so Australian football had to adopt the 
bridesmaid’s position. 
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Was It Really Like This – discrimination? 
The following was published in the Evening News, 19 April 
1922: 

"When is the national game getting a fair deal in Sydney. The 
question is prompted by the treatment served out by several of 
the suburban councils when allocating the grounds at their 
disposal. The procedure adopted is to call for tenders through 
the press, various bodies put in tenders, with what result: 

The Marrickville Council invited tenders for the local oval 
(Marrickville Oval), the New South Wales Australian 
Football League tendered £150m, the Rugby League £135. 

The latter tender was accepted. 

The Hurstville, the Australians tendered £25, the Rugbyites, £12.10s, the latter were successful. 

At Ashfield they took the palm for Pratten Park. The Australian Rules tendered £200, the Rugby League £175. 
The Ashfield Council decided that the tenders were too low, although greatly in advance of the previous season. 
They decided to call fresh tenders. The Australians put in a tender for £250 but were evidentially outbid by the 
Rugbyites, as it is understood the latter have secured the ground. 

Are the Councils doing a fair thing for the ratepayers or for any sporting body outside Rugby League. The 
Australian game is making slow but steady progress in New South Wales. Practically the whole of the Riverina 
have adopted it and it is making steady progress in Newcastle, where a record season is predicted. 

Last season was the best yet for the Metropolitans but this season promises to far outdo anything hitherto 
attempted." 

This is just an example of the bias against the code in Sydney.  Contemporary followers of the game cannot 
image the prejudice that the supporters suffered in many parts of NSW and Queensland right up until the 
1980s.  And, as we wrote about not that long ago, much of it started with the comments of Monte Arnold - a 
stock broker and later a civil servant who joined his brother to work at the NSW parliament in Macquarie Street.  
An outspoken and forthright fellow, he was for a time a big wheel in Rugby circles. 
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Timekeepers Clock 
We have written much about football and its peripheral activities and now one subject comes 
up that takes place in each game and at times continues to be as vexatious as 
ever:  Timekeeping. 

The rules of the game say that each team must supply a timekeeper and the reason for this is 
simple.  It ensures that the time each quarter, breaks and match itself is timed correctly and 
stops cheating. 

The rules also say that each timekeeper must have his or her own timepiece with which they should maintain the 
times of those periods. 

The president of the History Society, Ian Granland, is a person with undoubted credentials in this area, after he 
told us that he first began to keep time for a first grade match in Sydney at age 17. 

"Like many struggling clubs, there was no-one else.  I was handed the clock and team sheet and told to go and 
sit in the press box with someone from the other club and keep time." Granland said. 

"What?  That's not my idea of a fun day at the footy" I thought.  "That's for old blokes who can no longer play or 
who don't want to pick up the jumpers after the game" but, he went on all the same and, he said "I was stuck 
with it." 

"I was a quick learner and soon found out that a good timekeeper can win or lose you a game.  I went on to work 
with some solid shonks in the local football fraternity, an area you probably don't think counts." 

"First, I was told, 'look, you write down the goalkickers and I'll keep the time, don't bother using your clock' (I 
never could work out why there were two clocks in the first place - but there was a reason). 

So on a windswept day at Erskineville Oval in Sydney, a naive young Ian Granland sat in the back seats of the 
grandstand (there was no pressbox then) along with his opposition number to keep time.  "It didn't take me long 
to realise that although my colleague feigned stopping the clock (for time out) when my team was kicking with 
the wind, he didn't when his side had the wind advantage.  My education in 
timekeeping had started.  And there were and still are, other lurks to the 
caper." 

There is nothing like good club timekeepers, who come along to the games 
do their job, interferes with no-one then goes home.  For every club, that's 
one big and important job out of the way. 

But of course on the other hand there are other disorganised clubs, many of 
whom are college teams, that just sit an injured player on the seat and expect them to perform.  No, it doesn't 
work like that. 

Umpires and their signals are another question.  If there is a prolonged stoppage in play, the officiating umpire 
must signal time out by raising their hand in the air and blowing the whistle.  Some forget and it's not the 
timekeeper's job to take on that responsibility, so if you see the clock ticking away while a stretcher is on the 
ground it's maybe because the umpire is a bit lax. 

But, the rules do provide for umpires who forget to signal 'time back in'.  Should the umpire fail to do this the 
timekeeper/s can take it upon themselves to restart the clock. Sometimes umpires just raise their 
hand.  Timekeeping is a very important role and they MUST watch the game at all times. 

Then of course, if you are at a match where a timepiece, more likely digital these days, is able to be viewed by 
the public, you might see the clock either stopped or operating when it should not and in fact the game stoppage 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/1988-Erskineville-Oval-001.jpg
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has been addressed by the umpire.  This could be because of slack timekeepers.  Or if a timekeeper has been 
taken short and there is no-one to replace him or her..... and so the list goes on. 

Every league will have bad timekeeping stories, there are no good ones because no-one notices the timekeeper if 
all goes well.  And, as an aside, did you know that many local rules provide for if and when the two goal 
umpires cannot decide on the score, they must consult with the timekeepers, who too subject to local rules, are 
supposed to be noting the score each time a point or goal is kicked. 

But here's a great story: In 1961 Newtown FC protested the result of its six point loss in the preliminary final to 
Sydney Naval when it was revealed that the siren sounded 12 minutes early to end the first quarter. This came 
about when the president of marching girls team (which was to perform at half time), plugged her music into the 
power board and in testing it, pressed the wrong switch which sounded the siren.  Nothing could be done 
because the players stopped and changed ends (there were no quarter time huddles then). 

This certainly caused a conundrum with officials quickly deciding to spread those lost 12 minutes over the next 
three quarters. However they failed to tell anyone.  Was that a wise move? Was it within the rules? Maybe a 
situation like this had not been considered possible? 

To add insult to injury, at the end of the game the sole central umpire failed to hear the final siren with both 
teams level on 88 points.  Then, Sydney Naval player, Jack Harding had marked 40m out but his kick failed to 
reach the goal just as the siren sounded.  Oblivious to this, umpire Colbert called "play on" � which allowed 
Naval player, Alan Waack, to gather the ball and boot a goal.  Sydney Naval had won by six points! The umpire 
even returned to the centre of the ground for the bounce before he finally acknowledged 'time'. 

Now you're not going to believe this but a few weeks later in the grand final between North Shore and 
Sydney Naval there was a further timekeeping issue. 

When starting to pack up towards the end of the of the match, acting league secretary, Joe Boulus, in 
dismantling the public address system, accidentally sounded the siren eight minutes before the end of the last 
quarter. Vice President, George Henry, jumped the fence and ran to tell the umpire, but it was too late. 

Let me tell you, similar things still go on today around Australia, we just don't hear of them. 

One thing I often see on the TV at times, is the clock being stopped in AFL games because of a complication in 
the game, when clearly the umpire has not signalled time out.  Have the rules changed? (No) 

Hail the long forgotten administrator in our game, The Timekeeper.  Lets have a Timekeepers Round for the 
thousands who each weekend perform that duty. 
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Fights Were Common In Sydney Football 
 

Right up to about the 1987 grand final, a game 
where there were in excess of 48 reports, Sydney 
football was bathed in onfield violence, some 
including spectators AND umpires. 

Following the last game in 1987, Sydney 
introduced the send-off rule, which has since 
quelled the violence to a major extent. 

During the seventies and eighties there was not 
the level of conflict as seen in the past but a year 
would not go by without an all-in blue during the 
grand final. 

Here is a description of a fight that included players and spectators in June, 1920: 

EXCITEMENT AT HAMPDEN OVAL Women Join in Free Fight on Ground 

''The Australian Rules football match between Paddington and East Sydney, played at Hampden Oval (now 
Trumper Park) Rushcutters Bay, yesterday ended sensationally. After one of the East Sydney players had been 
laid out in a collision with a picket fence, a big crowd from the stand and bleachers rushed the ground. Women 
took part in the disturbance, and used their umbrellas in the free fight that followed. A constable who was 
playing with the East Sydney team put an end to the trouble. 

Paddington took the field with eight successive wins to its credit, and from the commencement of the game East 
Sydney put up strenuous opposition. The game was exciting up to the last quarter, when Dunn, playing for 
Paddington. collided with Sanders of East Sydney. It happened over the touch-line and Sanders was knocked 
some yards. He was hurled with terrific force against the picket fence and laid out. Immediately a howl and 
storm of hoots were set up amongst the spectators, and this fact spurred the East Sydney team on to resentment. 
Simultaneously three or four of the players attacked Dunn, who, however, put up a brave defence against heavy 
odds. 

Dunn's club mates then went to his rescue, and for a few minutes half a dozen or more of the players were 
engaged in a free fight. It was then that the spectators took a hand. Close on a hundred of them, including 
women, jumped the fence and rushed the ground. The women were the most excitable of the bunch, and many 
of them used their umbrellas. Constable Pedlar intervened, and after a deal of difficulty, succeeded in quelling 
the disturbance and getting the crowd from the ground. After a while the game proceeded, and Paddington 
eventually won. 

Sanders was subsequently found to be suffering from concussion of the brain.'' 

What brought it to a head was the calamitous 1987 Sydney FL Grand Final.  This resulted in an intensive public 
inquiry resulting in a number of recommendations and the introduction of the send-off rules to Sydney and 
many other parts of the state. 
 
Thank god football has changed.  
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Ahhhh – The Struggle 
This story might bring a picture of wonderment to present day followers of the game. 

Supporting, playing or being involved in football in years gone by was always a battle, ironically though, 
publicity in the major Sydney newspapers was never a stranger to Australian Football; however on many 
occasions it was written with a negative slant. Maybe that helped sell more papers; you see it was always seen 
by some for many, many years as a them (Melbourne) and us (Sydney) jealousy thing and this attitude which at 
times permeates the game in NSW still remains. 

Such is the case in the following article published in in 1962 in the Sydney Sun, an afternoon newspaper 
published in Sydney: 

Peaceful and dull 

One of the imponderables of Sydney sport is the 
tenuous hold of Australian Rules the winter pride and 
joy in Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and Hobart. 

A Sunday afternoon visit to Picken Oval, one of the 
Australian Rules centres, brings home the code's shoe-
string existence. 

Picken Oval, on the north bank of Cook's River at 
Croydon Park, is the home-ground of Western Suburbs 
club. 

Entrance is by a bridge across a stormwater channel. 
Beside the bridge opportunity is provided for Croydon 
Park Bowling Club members to have a grandstand view 
of the football. You don't blame them if they don't look 
up from their own more engrossing play. 

There is no pavilion at Picken Oval. Perhaps 50 cars 
will be parked around one section of the playing area: a 
small group of spectators stand near the tin huts which 
serve as dressing sheds. 

There is nobody else to cheer and little reason why 
anyone should. 

The Western Suburbs Club was one in Sydney having a go.  They had secured (then, a relatively new) ground at 
Croydon Park.  A ground where they would eventually build a licensed club, the first to represent the game at 
that level in the state and a club that continually put their hand in their pocket and supported many of the poorer 
clubs in the competition as well as the league itself.  Little do the contemporaries of the game in Sydney realise 
and appreciate the contribution that club made to the game.  The bridge referred to in the article was the manner 
of entry from Brighton Avenue, long since closed off and the bowling club is that which overlooks the ground 
and now occupied by the Korean Social Club. 

Time changes everything.  The ground and its surrounds have changed and so to the manner in which the club is 
operated 

.   
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A Last Minute Goal – Or Was It? 
It is August 1925 and you are sitting in a 10,000 strong crowd at the old Erskineville 
Oval (photo below), watching the second match in a bi-annual series between a NSW 
combination and a team representing the VFL.  On the left is the only surviving image 
taken in the game. 

Only weeks before, 12,500 saw Victoria thump NSW at the MCG by over 40 points, 
which was pretty much the norm since the beginning of these interstate contests in 
1903. In that period, NSW had been victorious in only one of their twelve encounters 
and that win was in Sydney. 

After WWI the VFL and NSWAFL reached an agreement to play two representative games a year; one in 
Melbourne and the other in Sydney. 

The only issue, not necessarily known, was that the VFL also played other representative games on the same 
day, normally against South Australia and also against areas like Ballarat and Bendigo. Accordingly their 
strongest team was chosen for the major interstate clash with South Australia. This was the situation with this 
game. 

The side playing NSW included three players from St Kilda, two each from the then new clubs of Hawthorn 
(last), Footscray (second last), North Melbourne (third last), South Melbourne and Richmond together with one 
each from Geelong (eventually premiers), Essendon (runner-up) , Collingwood (fourth), Carlton, Fitzroy. So the 
level of talent was less than the best representing the VFL. 

Nevertheless the game you watched was keenly fought with the lead changing over the course of the afternoon. 
You recognize the umpire as a former Richmond and Collingwood player in Len Gibb. 

Excitement rose as the Vics go into the last quarter holding a narrow nine point lead then with six minutes to go, 
and with Victoria still in front, 13-8 to 11-10, there was a sudden burst by NSW — and a successful one, too. 
Eventually South Sydney player, ‘Flop’ Flynn kicked a beautiful goal. This reduced the VFL’s lead to four 
points with just three minutes remaining. 

You hear the crowd's teeth chatter in delight. Up, up, went the ball towards Victoria's goal. Free kick! Cheers. It 
was NSW wingman Bill McKoy's chance. He took it. Cheers again. He 
was within the distance. It was almost time for the bell. The crowd was 
frantic with excitement. A hush enveloped the ground; McKoy took aim. 
He kicked. Would it reach the distance? In a flash it seemed as nothing 
would get near to impede its flight but as it neared the goal it dropped in 
elevation and appeared as if the ball did not go through the posts. In fact it 
appeared to be touched. Then, a huge cheer as the goal umpire's two flags 
went up and NSW were in front. 

But there were still two minutes to go. Victoria dashed into their stride as the ball was bounced and before time 
was called, they had a shot for goal, which brought only a point. The bell rang, leaving New South Wales 
victors in a great game by a bare point, 13-10 (88) to Victoria's 13 9 (87). 

But there were questions asked - 

Was it a Goal? 

The last goal by McKoy, a dual Phelan Medalist, was viewed with a good degree of conjecture. It was said that 
a Victorian player marked the ball fully a foot (300mm) inside the playing arena and that if recognized this act 
would have saved victory for the visiting side but for (as another said) “the undoubted mistake the goal umpire 
made just on time by awarding New South Wales a goal …” 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/1925-08-17-Evening-News-p.1-15-Aug-match-NSW-v-VFL.jpg
https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/1935-Erskineville-Oval-old-001.jpg
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And yet a further commentator remarked: 

“One point I wish to make. That last goal. No, it wasn't, certainly it wasn't. A Victorian player marked it a foot 
within the placing space. But it was such a lowly drop-kick, and it sailed so beautifully in the air that one could 
almost forgive the umpire’s indiscretion in making the wish father to the thought. McKoy is to be congratulated 
for his coolness during those few seconds when everything depended on the kick.” 

However the result is on the board and today we look back 90 years to view a result with as much pleasure as 
those who were there. 

A final comment was made: “A thousand pities. The incident robbed the game of that little bit of glimmer that 
adds polish to a most delectable feast. For feast it was. Here were our boys not only holding their own with a 
picked team from the champion State of Australasia, but also whipping them. Congratulations to New South 
Wales." (it doesn’t happen much) 

Team 1st Qtr Half Time ¾ Time Fulltime 
NSW 3-3 8-6 9-7 13-10 (88) 
VFL 5-3 7-5 12-7 13-9 (87) 
Goals:   
NSW Flynn 6, McKoy 2, Vockler 2, Keane, Little, Knott 1 ea 
VFL Shelton 5, Hayes 3, Hopkins 3, Brushfield, McCashney 1 ea. 
Best:   
NSW Vockler, London, Keane, Little, Davies, Flynn, Cooper 
VFL Splatt, Carr, Lewis, Murphy, Scanlon, Hayes, Hopkins 
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The many moves of the League Administration 
Over the years the League have moved their administration offices to a number of venues 
around Sydney. 

In 1886 during the period when football was first played in Sydney under the name of the 
NSW Football Association, rooms were offered at 233 Castlereagh Street Sydney.  This was 
a tobacconist shop owned by former Carlton footballer, Billy Goer and local Sydney player 
Billy Butler.  Goer, a former Carlton captain was residing and playing football in Sydney at 
the time. 

The place with the longest tenure as a headquarters for football in Sydney was at the now 
closed NSW Sports Club, on the George Street corner of Hunter Street as shown in the image. 

A number of sports called this place home.  It is thought the league had an office the building from around the 
time of the resurrection of the game in 1903 to 1964 when the shifted to a newly constructed single storey brick 
building (since demolished) at Trumper Park, Paddington. The building was also used as the canteen and had 
plenty of room for storage. Upon the appointment of a fulltime secretary of the league, this building at Trumper 
Park seconded as an office for him. 

Apparently this was only a temporary stay for within weeks they moved to rented office at 307 Sussex Street, 
Sydney and then into their newly acquired building at 64 Regent Street, 
Chippendale.  The board held their first meeting there on January 1, 1965. shown 
here>>> 

Despite renovations and additions, in 1980 a new broom in the league moved the 
organisation to the top floor at the Newtown Rules Club, a licensed facility at 303 
Cleveland Street, Redfern and sold off the Chippendale address.  They stayed at 
Cleveland Street until the club ceased to function in about 1985.  Then they moved 
into offices in the back of the Bill O'Reilly Stand at the SCG with entry through the 
now Fox Studios.  These offices also housed the Sydney Swans FC administration 
and the then newly appointed football development officers. 

Here they remained until the early 1990s when they moved to temporary premises 
in the then Showground, then some to offices at the ANZ Stadium Homebush with 
the main group assuming a large section of the grandstand, along with other sports 
at Wentworth Park, Glebe.  This was then known as Sports House. 

In about 1997 they shifted to newly constructed rooms in the rear of one of the grandstands of the Sydney 
Football Stadium.  This stay was for about five years after which they moved on to the offices they now lease at 
level 1, Sheridan Building, Moore Park Road, Moore Park.  It is part of the SCG complex. 

So, its been a long journey. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/NSW-Sports-Club-2.jpg
https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/1965-Regent-Street.jpg
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EARLY JUNIOR FOOTBALL IN NSW 

 

NSW 1922 Schoolboys Australian Football Team 

Ever thought about where our footballers came from years ago?  I mean what junior football 
did they participate in. 

In Sydney, junior club football was almost non-existent until about 1923 when the 
Metropolitan Australian National Football Association was formed.  And even then the 
lowest grade was Under 16. 

Previous to this there was a junior league in Sydney but the age group was more for boys 18 
or 19.  A Young Australian Association also existed for some time up to the first war, but 
again, the age group was not for minors. 

Ironically, football was played quite extensively at schools during the first decade of the 
twentieth century in Sydney.  The NSW league even had a part-time school football 
organiser. 

In 1906 a schools competition in Sydney had one A Division group comprising Petersham, 
Fort Street, Pyrmont, Waverley and Kogarah schools, the first two teams to give the others 
handicaps while 37 schools made up the remaining seven groups in B Division . 
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Eight Catholic schools participated. 

Petersham *Superior School won the final game that year against Double Bay for the schools 
premiership and also the right to travel to Melbourne in an all expenses paid trip to play for 
the schools championship on the MCG.  Their headmaster however, Mr James Rickard 
waived their claim which permitted the winners of a match between Double Bay and Fort 
Street to go. 

The following year the Young Australian competition reported that 29 teams participated in 
their competition.  New teams include: Ryde, North Annandale, Bexley and a second St 
Leonards team. 

A Grade consisted of Ryde, Nth Shore, Kegworth, Paddington, Kegworth B, Sydney B, St 
Leonards, Illawarra (Hustville), Drummoyne, Petersham, YMCA, Newtown, Balmain, 
Eastern Suburbs and Northern Suburbs. 

The B Grade included Newtown, Kegworth, Summer Hill, Sydney, Balmain A, Summer Hill 
and Bexley all playing of a Friday afternoon. 

In 1909 the secretary of the PSAAA committee, Mr Garden suggested that rather than send a 
single school team to Melbourne each year, maybe it would be more stimulating to send a 
representative side. 

As a consequence a schoolboys team comprised of: W. Stafford, F. Crozier, E. Cullen-Ward, 
R. Smith, B. O'Grady, S. Russell (Fort St); A Stenhouse, L. Dunbar, J. Kelly (Petersham), 
Ron Swan (Ryde),  Arthur Emanuel, & Bede (Erskineville), J. Adams (Double Bay); Walker, 
John Iler, Thompson & George Thew, Gordon, (Burwood).  Emergencies: Ernie Messenger 
(Double Bay), Dean (Ryde), Hadden (Hurstville) & Stan Morehouse (Erskineville) was 
chosen. 

They had no chance against a team representing the public schools of Victoria.  The match 
was played on the MCC Ground on 24 September, prior to the VFL final turned out a very 
one sided affair, the home boys winning by no fewer than 116 points.  The Victorians were 
heavier and bigger than the visitors.  Final scores: Victoria 17.14 (116) NSW 1.6 (12). 

In 1912, under the control of Mr G Perry of Burwood Superior School, announced he would 
have six teams in the competition. "It was," he said "intended to reduce the age of the players 
in the Young Australian League to 18 years, so that boys at school, and those who have just 
left school, but who are too youthful for the association team, may enter its ranks…." 

The war however changed everything with school and junior football. 

Eventually it was left to people like Rupert Browne, a teacher of the Gardeners Road Public 
School at Mascot (formerly a teacher at Kegworth) who in April 1914 suggested the concept 
of introducing an under 16 competition in Sydney schools. 

Gardeners Road school in those days was an intermediate high school or in contemporary 
terms a junior high school.  They also offered advanced education at night and by 1918 had a 
school population of 1800 students. 
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The PSSA or PSAAA (as it was called in those days – Public Schools Amateur Athletic 
Association) have nurtured many young footballers in their state teams over the years.  These 
were the best primary schoolboys who played annually in a national carnival at a venue 
around Australia.  This is still the case. 

Strangely not a high percentage of these boys over the years, have gone on to play top level 
football.  Some don't even go on at all. 

The interstate schoolboy carnivals began in 1921 after NSW separately played Victoria and 
Queensland in school football in the years immediately after WWI. 

The first carnival was held in Brisbane where the Victorian side went through undefeated. 

Initially the NSW team was drawn from schools like, Paddington, Newtown, Double Bay, 
Glenmore Road (Paddington), Kogarah, Hurstville, Coolamon, Narrandera, Newcastle and 
Gardeners Road. 

NSW won the 1923 and 1924 national PSAAA.  Both years the side contained some great 
local talent.  Some of whom would go on to represent the state at a senior level and 

 

1925 NSW Public School Team in Brisbane 

at least two, a Double Bay and Gardeners Road boy, played in the VFL.  One captained 
Fitzroy. 

This photo above shows the NSW schoolboys team in 1925 in their visit to Brisbane.  They 
are wearing jumpers from the Gardeners Road Public School and amongst their number 
includes Stan Lloyd who played 117 games with and captained St Kilda, Lionel Hastie, who 
played 13 games with the strong Fitzroy Club in 1931, Stan Powditch winner of three NSW 
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Football League's leading goalkicking award in the 1930s and of course little Jimmy Stiff, 
who won the best player award in the 1933 Sydney All-States National Carnival. 

We have all the names of these boys but aligning them with a face is most difficult. 

By 1926 the Sydney Schools competition had again split into two divisions, Northern, which 
included Lane Cove, Artarmon, Willoughby, Gordon, Chatswood, Hornsby, Lindfield, 
Naremburn, Crows Nest, Neutral Bay & Mosman schools.  The other was called 
Metropolitan which included: Gardiners Road, Glenmore Road, Double Bay, Epping, 
Erskineville, Newtown. 

One item we dragged out of the archives was from August 1926 you might like is the 
following: 

“The Victorian Central Schools defeated Metropolis (Sydney Metro) at Chatswood Oval 
yesterday by 70 to 44. Caravagh (2) Jimmy Stiff (2) Reed, Burge and Smith were the 
goalscorers for the local team.” 

But, it all changes. 

*Superior Public Schools combined primary and secondary education. They were identical in structure to 
present day Central Schools 
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Is Sydney Footy Growing? 
Many times the statement has been said Sydney football is not what it used to be. 

Well I guess there could be agreement and disagreement to this statement. Anyone playing or involved in a 
particular era may well say that football in their time was the strongest. 

How do you judge? Well you can't. 

The strength of clubs come and go. Who in their wildest dreams would have imagined that the strongest and 
most successful club in the competition for decades, Newtown, would fold? 

They produced quite a number of VFL (now AFL) players, one of whom went on to captain and coach St Kilda. 

The quality of football in Sydney, the nation's largest city, remains pretty much as it has always been, good, fair 
and reasonable. But it would never compare with the VFL, SANFL or WAFL. 

Generally the strength of the game moved to areas where juniors were encouraged and this is in the growing and 
developing pockets within the wider Sydney area. But it is true that clubs like East Sydney (formerly Eastern 
Suburbs) thrived on the talent of young footballers who moved to Sydney and took up residence in the Eastern 
Suburbs. 

But all that has changed. Yes, there is still a migration of players but living in the eastern suburbs now is quite 
expensive, in fact anywhere in Sydney is costly. 

Servicemen 
And let us not forgot those servicemen who played their part in Sydney football. 

The army had several bases in and around Sydney as did the navy which had a number of land bases besides the 
ships whose home port was Garden Island.  And later the influence of the RAAF from Richmond, Bradfield 
Park and bases near Bankstown.  At any one time most Sydney clubs boasted service personnel in their 
number.  Many of these bases though have either been abandoned or moved interstate. 

And, on the former subject, from what we can glean there are not the numbers of players relocating to Sydney 
even temporarily. Certainly not the glut of blue collar workers there used to be. Most of those who now make 
the move are office workers, IT specialists, professionals and the like. It's now left to Sydney's outer suburbs to 
supply the tradies and labourers in football.  Now remember, this is a general statement, not specific. 

In most clubs there is that thin veneer of dedicated officials who keep the club afloat. One enthusiast encourages 
another and another. Success breeds success but it never lasts, just look at the Campbelltown Club.  But so long 
as these officials can hang in, success will eventually come.  Though it's a big ask. 

Growth 
Has Sydney footy grown? Well that's questionable. No definite figures have been kept on the growth of the 
game since WWII, and if a real push to increase the participation rate exists, they need to be.  They need to be 
so some comparison can be made.  The advice to contemporary officials: don't reinvent the wheel and certainly 
do not repeat the mistakes of the past.  Probably a well-worn statement but unless these mistakes and for that 
fact successes, are documented then they will occur again. 

Are the annual team/player figures accessible at both junior and senior level? Most probably but it would take 
some digging. 

We look to junior clubs to produce our senior footballers. Are there the same number of junior clubs say, 10, 20, 
30 or even 40 years ago and are they churning out the same numbers today? 
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You would be surprised at the depth of Sydney junior football in the seventies and eighties and officials of today 
probably look back at those years saying "we are doing it better." � Maybe you can now     your 
hotdog at the canteen, but so far as doing it better, I doubt it.  It's all about the passion. 

Is it all subjective? well do the maths. Look at the number of juniors going through to senior football today and 
those who have made the AFL ranks as compared to yesteryear. 

The drop-off at 15-17 years of age in all sport will probably never really be curtailed but it could be challenged. 
Now with all these divisions in Sydney footy, if there is not one in existence for 'turn up and play' participants, a 
strategy could be developed to encourage these young men, some of whom may have struggled at the game, to 
reconnect and play in this or another of those divisions. Maybe, as we said it's where you just turn up and play. 
Sounds easy, doesn't it? 

The game needs as many participants as possible, not just stars. More bums on seats. Many young guys may not 
be standouts in the game but if they stay involved they become supporters and/or officials and eventually 
parents, the game will need their sons and daughters and as time goes on, their children participating as well. 

Its a big job with a lot of smart thinking required. 
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What Happened To the Australian Football Ground?  
We have written before about the grand ground that the NSW Football League owned 
between 1911-15 and recently more has come to light about the facility.  This article 
was published in a Sydney newspaper in April 1912: 

"This will be a memorable week in the history of Australia's national game in 
Sydney. Why? Because on Saturday next will be a celebration opening the new 
Australian Football Ground at Alexandria. And what a ground! My! I was astonished 
on visiting it last Saturday to see the wonderful improvements carried out in just a 
few months. 

Quite an army of men have been employed for the past nine months, and the work reflects the greatest credit on 
Messrs. Polin and Preshaw, the architects and Mr. Tom Sheeley, who has had superintendence of the work. A 
beautifully turfed oval, with a playing space of 200 yards by 150 yards (the finest in Australasia). This is a big 
thing to say, but it is a fact. And the grandstand to seat 1500, with training rooms, officials rooms, bathrooms, 
press accommodation which is fitted up on the model of the latest modern improvements. 

Those in control are to be congratulated on their business acumen and foresight, as they have looked years 
ahead, and when in the course of time they see crowds of seventy or 
eighty thousand assembled around the arena, then they will feel that their 
efforts have been rewarded. 

The members tickets for the ground have been selling like hotcakes this 
month and amongst the subscribers, who will have their names on the 
honour board, are the whole of the members of the Victorian and South 
Australian Leagues. 

Mr. Albert E. Nash, one of the finest amateur sports in this city, has a 
scheme to propound within a few days which he expects will add 500 
members to the ground list before the first day of May. The opening 
match on the ground next Saturday at 3 p.m., will be between the 
Premiers (East Sydney) and runners-up (Sydney) and from all accounts as 
grand a game as the final of last season may be expected. 

The Botany trams will carry visitors to the gates, first, stop city side of 
Gardiner's (sic) road, 2d (2c) fare from railway." 

 

Additionally, an interesting slice of information from around the same period (1914) was the production by the 
South Sydney Club of a form of Football Record, providing the names and numbers of their players together 
with a score chart: 

"South Sydney improved on their type-written dips of the previous week, giving the names and numbers of their 
players by having them printed, also having a scoring table attached. There were many encomiums passed on 
the innovation, which, it is to be hoped, will be taken up by all the other clubs. The hon. secretary, Mr, Hughes, 
and the members of the team are to be complimented on the business-like manner in which they conduct their 
affairs." 

The Mr Hughes referred to here is Cyril Hughes, an engineer/draughtsman, who was South Sydney's secretary at 
the time.  He would later go on to serve in the army at Gallipoli and eventually survive the war only to be 
returned to the war site at Gallipoli where, as a Lieutenant Colonel, he and his staff mapped out the graves and 
dead.  They also planned and erected a monument to the slain.  Hughes was featured in Russell Crowe's recent 
film, Water Diviner. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/1912-04-17-Sydney-Sportsman-p.2-Ad-for-Ground-Opening.jpg
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And in the beginning …… 
Australian football has been played competitively in Sydney since 1880, save for the period 
between 1895-1903. 

It has had its ups and downs over that entire period; successes and failures and of course some 
were minor catastrophes for the code.  There are too many of these to list at this juncture but it 
makes for good copy in future postings on the website. 

And yet with such a pessimistic opening to this story there were often glimpses of hope, just like 
the feelings of a league official in 1908 when he wrote: 

"There is no smooth path for workers in the cause in Sydney; It is filled with rocks thorns and 
interminable bush, which have to be cut away by real hard graft and whole-hearted enthusiasm. 
There is a light shining through the bush, however, and that is the increased attendance at 
matches.” 

True, there has not been any charge for admission at most of the games; still, one could not help 
being struck with the sangfroid of hundreds while standing round the boundary in drenching rain 
watching the semi-final,   East Sydney v. Redfern. It said much for their enthusiasm and love of 
the pastime. The final last Saturday attracted a large crowd to Erskineville Oval, where a charge 
was made for admission, the pavilion being crowded with ladies. 

It was a very pleasing sight, and gladdening to the heart of the enthusiast. 

If an enclosed ground can be secured next season, revenue will come in, ladies will be able 
to attend matches, and an increased inducement given to many young fellows to don a 
jersey. An official ground as the headquarters of the game in Sydney is badly needed, and 
must be obtained somehow. 

Perhaps that prince of organisers, Mr. J. J. Virgo, may do something in this connection for his 
club and incidentally for the League and the game generally. Should he set the machinery in 
motion, success is almost assured for he is Napoleonic in his ideas regarding that small word, 
'impossible.' " 

Well the league did purchase a ground;  an old racecourse which was located on the north-west corner of Botany 
and Gardeners Roads, Mascot, now overtaken by factories.  After spending 
thousands of dollars on this project an over-enthusiastic administration saw it 
swallowed up in debt as the first world war began.   

One of the major problems with the advancement of football in Sydney was 
the lack of enclosed grounds: where an admission fee could be 
charged.  Normally there was at least one ground where a fee could be applied 
but the remaining games were played on open parks like Birchgrove Oval, 
Rushcutters Bay Park, Alexandria Oval and Moore Park.  Yes hundreds, if 
not thousands, watched the games in those early days but without money, and 
the league’s main source of income was from gate takings, the exercise was 
futile and it did not get any better as time went on. 

At one stage in the 1920s, League Secretary, Jim Phelan, advocated a reduction in teams which would then 
lower expenses and give the league full control over the two grounds  which they, for the most part, had control: 
Erskineville Oval and Trumper Park. 

This attitude, of course, was a nonsense.  Sydney was expanding and yet the league did nothing to facilitate new 
clubs in the developing areas.  For many decades their focus was on established and populated areas such as 
Newtown, East Sydney, South Sydney and Sydney itself.  All of these clubs have since disappeared. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Australian-Football-Ground-small.jpg
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Even in 1963 when a successful effort was made to establish a club at Parramatta, there were no real 
concessions.  They were given lip service until a year or two later when coerced into amalgamating with the 
Liverpool/Bankstown club, which itself was a combination of two sides in a burgeoning Sydney.  They formed 
the Southern Districts Club  Now they too are long since gone. 

It’s all well and good to preach "what if" now but even if a little foresight could have been applied then, some 
planning, some forecasting, football in Sydney may well have developed differently. 

Notes 
[i]   Up to about 1980, grounds used by the league were managed and operated by the league. They took the gate receipts and paid the bills relating 
to the ground. 
[ii]   The Erskineville Oval referred to in this article is the old Erskineville Oval, situated about 100m west of the present ground with an east-west 
orientation. 
[iii]  The ground at Moore Park is still used for Australian football and now the home of the Moore Park Tigers junior football club. 
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NSW v Subiaco 
Over the years a number of Western Australian Clubs have visited Sydney and 
subsequently played against Combined Sydney or NSW representative teams. 

As far back as 1911 Western Australian teams came when Kalgoolie Railways 
club won over a Sydney team in their eastern states tour and this was before the 
rail line had been connected to Perth. 

The Western Australian state team visited Sydney on only one occasion and that 
was in 1949 when they too dished up the NSW team by over 50 points.  NSW has 
never ventured any further west than Adelaide for interstate participation. 

An interesting match was played in August 1959 when the Subiaco club took advantage of a break in their 
competition to make the trip.  It was reported that the Western Australian club paid five thousand pounds for the 
visit which included a party of forty five, including twenty seven players.  The clash was the only representative 
match for NSW that year. 

Nine thousand packed into the versatile Trumper Park to see a strong maroon and gold side take the field against 
what turned out to be a rather hapless NSW combination. 

'Subi' were a solid outfit who that year fought their way to the WANFL grand final; they took no prisoners in 
their systematic demise of NSW on that day. 

The locals lost the advantage of a first quarter wind although they had most of the ball.  Their opponents were 
just too strong and too talented and led at the first change 5-6 to 2-7. 

You might say that NSW bounded out of the gates with a brilliant burst in the second quarter with great football 
through Byrne (father of former VFL player, Michael Byrne), Keay, Harding and onto West's Terry Ingersoll, 
who goaled.  There were limited opportunities for the remainder of the period as Subiaco stretched the margin to 
13-12 to 6-10. 

Only an extreme optimist would suggest a NSW turnabout and unfortunately, there were none in the crowd. 

By three quarter time the visitors led by forty points and as the crowd began to exit the venue Subiaco ran away 
with a 22-25 (157) to 11-19 (85) victory. 

Ralph Turner (pictured), then playing with South Sydney, was easily NSW's best.  But for him at centre half 
back, the difference in the score would have been much wider. Turner won the Phelan Medal that year with a 
record 37 votes, then two years later won it again, playing with Sydney Naval. 

 

Subiaco 5-6 13-12 17-18 22-25 (157) 
NSW 2-7 6-10 11-14 11-19 (85) 
Best 
Subiaco: Peter Amaranti, Terry Williams, Ron Triplett, 
Don Glass, Charlie Tyson & Reg Hampson 
NSW: Ralph Turner, Ray Free, Bruce Christie, Alan 
Dalton, Kev Batchelor, Lionel Byrne 
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1963 Grand Final 
 
The story of the Sydney 1963 grand final is worth telling. 
 
This was the time of only one division in Sydney with three grades, first, reserves and 
under 19. 
 
Like all competitions you had the winners and the losers, the well run clubs and those, for 
whatever reason, that struggled. 
 
The league had just come through a rather tumultuous period.  Just previous to this the 
fulltime secretary had been suspended, the treasurer had resigned, the books were in an 
absolute mess and then the stand-in permanent secretary got his marching orders 
resulting in court action.  The league began the season £500 in the red ($13,500 in today's 
money). 
 
Ern McFarlane, that "hail fellow, well met" long term Newtown official and player and 

who didn't mind a drink, had taken the reigns in 1961 and was in the chair during all of this upheaval. 
 
Besides this the league underwent some change, but not enough;  They had tried a 16 aside competition which 
was continually denounced until they returned to the status quo. 
 
And then there was the obvious disparity in the standard of the competition and while two divisions were 
discussed, it never happened with the next year resulting in the amalgamation of some clubs.  That too 
eventually failed. 
 
It was a time when the University club was coming out of its hiatus and UNSW was just about to emerge in 
their own entity so if the league had bitten the bullet, maybe Sydney football could have been different rather 
than waiting until the early 1970s and the introduction of a second division. 
 
A former Western Suburbs then Bankstown ruckman, Rhys Giddey, who was a member of the league's 
administration, took over the fulltime secretary's position working out of what could only be described as a very 
disorganised single storey brick building at the back of the canteen at Trumper Park - since demolished. 
 
He soon moved the offices to a 'suite' (room) at 307 Sussex Street in the city. 
Click to enlarge. 
 
The final four was a reasonably close finish.  Wests, well recognized as the money 
club following its successful venture with a licensed club, finished on top with 56 
points, then came North Shore on 48, Sydney Naval on 46 and Newtown on 44. 
 
Wests scored an easy win over North Shore in the second semi to move into the 
grand final while Newtown on the other hand battled their way from fourth with a 
first semi win, then a preliminary final victory over Norths to reach the decider. 
 
The scene was set and a fine day brought out a big crowd at Trumper Park, allegedly 

eclipsing any that had previously attended an Australian football game at the ground, 
and were in for a treat. 
 
Never one to let an opportunity pass, league secretary, Giddey told the press that the 
crowd totalled 11,377 who paid £2,235 ($61,313 today)thtough the gate.  It was later 
revealed that Rhys could be a bit loose with the truth and freely admitting to his over-
zealous statement in the years that followed. 
 
Unfortunately for Wests they had their strapping 1.94cm ruckman coach, former VFA representative player, 
Neil Wright in hospital with hepatitis A.   
 

Balmain's captain-coach, 
Ray Rocher marking in 
front of a Parramatta 
opponent in a match 

during the season. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/1963-Balmain-v-Parramatta-small.jpg
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Wright had played a big part in the Magpies success and was one of their best in the second semi.  He had 
coached country club Finley the year before. 
 
Newtown had as their captain and coach, the big policeman in Ellis Noack, a current member of the History 
Society. 
 
As was the norm for Sydney grand finals it started with a fight, but it never really ended there, the conflict 
continued throughout the game.  The main target of Newtown's attack was Western Suburbs fullback, Ray 
Sharrock, a wonderful player from the RAAF who had won the Phelan Medal in the same year.  In one incident, 
Sharrock had cleared the ball downfield when a Newtown ruckman ran 20 metres to strike him from behind, 
knocking Sharrock to the ground, unconscious. 
 
On two occasions, spectators twice fired beer cans onto the field which stopped play for some time.  Not long 
after that a Wests player heavily dumped the opposition player who had attacked Sharrock and so it was on 

again. 
 
Newtown's Gordon Hancock and John Griffiths from Wests were reported during the game 
for fighting. 
 
At the first break Newtown led 4-5 to 2-2 increasing their lead to 7-9 to 4-4 by half time.  An 
upset was on the cards. 
 
But Newtown could not sustain their opponents third term onslaught;  at one stage Wests hit 
the front but Newtown countered to hold a nine point lead at the final change. 
 
Early in the last quarter Western Suburbs piled on five quick goals and it was only for the 
sheer talent and determination of Sharrock at fullback that kept Newtown from regaining the 

lead.  His finger tip marking was a sight to see. 
 
By this time secretary Giddey had called the police who came en-mass lining the ground as well as the players’ 
race.  Giddey himself came inside the fence line waiting for the bell to ring thinking his presence could contain 
any further violence.  Giddey was a big man. 
 
Wests won the game by 10 points 14-14 (98) to 12-16 (88).  As soon as the match finished so too did the 
violence.  The win gave Wests their second flag since their re-entry into the competition in 1948. 
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Mona Park 
In mid 1950 most of the north coast of NSW was hit by the most 
horrific floods.  The wet also affected the municipalities of Windsor, 
Colo and Baulkham Hills. 

The Sydney Lord Mayor, Ernie O'Dea, set up a relief fund in order to 
assist people and government organisations which had been 
particularly effected by the excessive rain. 

Sydney football helped too. 

There were no club games on the weekend of 29-30 July because of an interstate clash at 
Trumper Park on the Saturday where Tasmania towelled up NSW by over 10 goals in front of 
a crowd of 5,000. 

This void in the competition afforded the league an opportunity to play an exhibition match at 
Mona Park, Auburn, the following day, between top clubs, Western and Eastern Suburbs. All 
proceeds raised were donated to the Lord Mayor's Relief Fund.  The curtain raiser was a 
reserve grade game between Eastern Suburbs and South Sydney. 

The match was played in conjunction with the Auburn Combined Sports Committee with 
both the Auburn and Burwood bands playing during the afternoon.  Buses had been organised 
to run from Auburn Station to the ground and league umpire, Alan McIntyre, volunteered his 
services for the main game. 

Messrs Allan Radcliffe and Wal Clark acted as commentators throughout the match on the 
rules of the game through the public address system.  Both clubs expected their NSW 
representatives of the previous day to play. 

The day was rain affected but attracted a reasonable crowd paying an admission fee of 1/6 
(15c).  It was said the play was of a good standard, considering the state of the ground, and 
the game was won by Wests 11-12 (78) to 9-6 (60). 

The match was also used to garner support for the game in the Auburn-Parramatta area but 
with the following description of the ground, it no doubt failed: "The condition of the ground 
was described as "deplorable, with pools of water all over the ground.  So deep were some of 
these pools, players who fell in them were comparatively clean when they stood up." 

Eastern Suburbs won the reserve grade encounter in a close finish 4-10 (34) to 4-6 (30). 

On the same weekend, the Australian Amateurs played Canberra at Newcastle. 

 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/1951-ES-v-NS-at-Henson-Park.jpg
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Four Different Dates of Birth For This Player 
During our research for players who represented NSW, we came across the name Jim 
Tarbotton. This strange but not unique surname originates from Ayrshire in England, 
although the subject of our story came from Yorkshire. 

We have written about this player before but are intrigued with the mystery that 
surrounds him.  You will find the following most fascinating. 

From the records we have searched, we found four different official years of birth for 
James and two spellings of his surname: Tarbotton (which is the correct one, and 
Tarbolton, the choice of some newspapers and those conducting the AFL Tables have 

selected). 

Jim was born in Bradford England and from our deductions, we believe it was in 1900. 

Now we have not been able to identify when he came to Australia with father, who was also named James and 
mother Mary but do have him attending the Gardeners Road Public School at Mascot. It was there he came 
under the care and direction of the sports master, a well recorded teacher in our writings, Rupert Browne. 

Rupert, not a particular follower of the game (but soon became one), trained young Tarbotton in the game and 
obviously his natural skill brought him under notice. 

He probably left school at 14, the normal age of those days which takes us to about 1914. In July 1916 he 
enlisted, falsifying his mother's signature on the papers and informing the authorities he was eighteen years and 
one month. From there he was transferred to the Dubbo Depot for training, but by the middle of October he was 
on Milson Island, suffering from Gonorrhoea. 

Milson Island is on the Hawkesbury River, north of Sydney and at the time the state government used it as a 
hospital to treat soldiers from the First World War afflicted with venereal disease. 

Eventually his mother found out he had signed up by forging her consent signature.  She wrote to the War 
Office which saw him discharged in December. 

In March the following year, Tarbotton, now a resident of Mascot, NSW, re-joined the 1st AIF. This time he 
listed his occupation as a driver with a birth year as 1896. This still was not correct; he was nonetheless under 
age but had grown a few centimetres and was a little heavier. 

It took just six weeks before he was off to the Middle East where he was posted 
to the Camel Corps and worked in the veterinary section. 

Alcohol and he did not mix and it got him in trouble a few times. In one incident 
he was found guilty of ˜violently" assaulting a military policeman for which he 
received an appropriate penalty. 

Much of his time overseas in the army was spent in hospital. The gonorrhea was 
never really cured; he contracted malaria, had an attack of appendicitis, 
sebaceous cysts and preauricular abscesses. 

He returned to Australia in 1919 and was discharged in the October. Tarbotton told friends that he intended to 
play reserve grade for the Newtown club. However, he subsequently obtained work in the Loco Yard at 
Everleigh (a part of the NSW Railways repair and maintenance section at Redfern, well prior to it all being 
moved west to Chullora). 

Then, only months later a new club, Railways, was accepted into the 1920 first grade competition in Sydney. 
Jim Tarbotton joined them. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Tarbotton.jpg
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This rough young rawbone footballer soon came to the attention of state selectors and he was chosen in 
numerous NSW and Sydney representative teams between 1920-22. 

There is a discrepancy in the records too for Jim's size. The AFL Tables tell us he was 185cm & 86kgs, while 
his army records state on both his enlistment papers, the discharged 1916 one and accepted enlistment that he 
was 5 foot 8 inches and 132lbs = 173cm & 60kg. A big difference. 

Looking at him in a team photograph he was a fair size of a man, definitely taller than 173cm. However a minor 
reference to him playing cricket in January 1922 exposed the truth when it said: "The selection of Tarbotton is a 
surprise, he is a left-hander, 22 years of age, and standing 6ft 2in � (188cm). " This su     
year was 1899. 

We read further that in 1923 Jim had transferred from the Railways Club (Sydney) to Fitzroy FC. However a 
check of the VFL records found no such name. This was not so strange because over the years, a number of 
players were reported to have transferred to a club in Melbourne and their name did not appear in the club's list 
of players. They have his name registered as Tarbolton. 

Initially he was in Melbourne playing cricket prior to Christmas 1922 then moved on to football. 

It is here that he starts to get referred to as Tarbolton, but not all the time. Sometimes as Tarbotton, other and on 
lesser occasions, as Tarbolton. 

Only once, in 1922, was he referred to in the Sydney newspapers as Tarbolton; an easy mistake. 

Jim made his mark in Melbourne football early. In the 1923 preliminary final with 
Fitzroy and before a crowd of 55,000, a far cry to the 500 who watched him play at 
Moore Park in Sydney, he was named as one of the best. Then again the following 
week in the grand final against Essendon he was again named in Fitzroy's best 
players:  Tarbotton (written as it is spelt) gave his best display of the season on the 
back lines. He was a strong, gallant defender." � 

Also, he proved no wilting violet in the VFL, standing up for himself on several 
occasions where he was recorded in rough if not violent play. This led to his being 
reported at least twice. One was for attempting to strike his opponent, Essendon's star 
CHF, Tom Fitzmaurice, a fellow 1921 NSW team mate of Jim's. 

His talent was recognized when he was chosen in the VFL squad for an interstate 
game around the same period. 

Tarbotton went on to play 37 games for Fitzroy until 1926, then leg problems forced him out of the top side. The 
following year he was appointed coach of the club's second eighteen. In 1928 he moved out to the Federal 
District League as coach of the Mentone Club, a role he had for several seasons. 

In 1932 he turned his hand to umpiring and officiated in the same league until 1937. In fact, James is recorded 
as taking the book out to a few players during his time with the whistle, so he played it how he saw it. 

But we haven't finished with Jim. Eight months after the start of WWII he again enlisted in the army, this time 
with a birth date of 5 May 1901. He reached the rank of Warrant Officer. 

Following the war he continued to reside in Melbourne, where he passed away in 1978. 

So here is our forgotten Sydney footballer. A player with four birthdates who became a leading player and 
committed soldier. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/1923-James-H-Tarbotton.jpg
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A Famous Old Player in Sydney – who nobody remembers 
We have written many times that Australian football was first played in Sydney in 
1880. 

Following some ups and downs it again got on its feet in 1903 and during the 
following number of years there was a particular player of some significance who 
was in the army and based at Victoria Barracks, Paddington.  He played for many 
years on and off in the Sydney competition. 

This person was killed in WWI when, as a Lt Colonel, a shell hit the foxhole he 
and some of his staff were sheltering in. 

His name is Bert Watts and he was the most highly decorated Sydney footballer 
we know in WWI.  He also served in the Boer War. 

We have been very fortunate to have found a newspaper article about Bert;  his thoughts and experiences, where 
he mentions some of his ideas on the game and what rules should be adopted to make it a faster and a more 
attractive sport.  Ironically, many of these have since been introduced to our game over recent years. 

The fact that he was an outstanding Sydney footballer as he was a  man has been lost on us all.  We knew 
nothing of Bert Watts and his colleagues, such is the fragility of the history of the game in the nation's largest 
city. 

Here is the article, taken verbatim, so any mistakes are from the article itself.  We hope you enjoy the read: 

One of the most striking personalities in the Australian 'game in Sydney is Captain Bert Watts. A tall, dashing 
fellow, with shoulders which might well excite the envy of a champion wrestler; straight, well-shaped legs, he is 
the beau ideal of an athlete. Was it ever your lot, reader, to see him kick a football? No! Well, when at his best 
he would open your eyes to their fullest extent. 

In the final at the Australian Football Ground last season Watts obtained a mark a tremendous distance from the 
posts. He placed the ball, and many of the spectators jeered. Even those possessed of the knowledge of his 
exceptional kicking abilities considered he put the ball on the ground with the idea of sending it in front of goal 
to give his forwards a chance to do the heedful. Now, that was evidently not Watts' idea. He walked back a few 
yards, and then came at the ball like a speedy Rugby three-quarter back, who, when near the line, has visions of 
a try. 'Boof!' went his right foot, into the ball. Through the air at rocket-like pace it went, keeping low. All eyes 
were on that ball. Will it go between the uprights after all � must, have been          
ball neared the posts it took a rise, and the players jumped high in their endeavours to reach it. The sphere went 
gaily on and six points were hoisted for Paddington. Bert Watts was a hero! Everybody cheered him. Well they 
might, for rarely has such a kick been seen anywhere. In the course of a conversation he said: 

"I learnt to play football in South Australia, and was captain of my State School team at Allendale. I also, played 
with school teams at Broken Hill. In 1902 I regularly took part in the practice matches for South Melbourne, and 
in 1898 I played with the Royal Australian Artillery team. QueenscIiffe, Victoria. I was in South Africa in 1900-
1, and we ran a competition between the squadron of the regiment (the Victorian Imperial Bushmen), and played 
Australian football in Rhodesia, Cape Colony, and the Transvaal. We had some fine players, too, notably 
Charlie Moore, one of Essendon's best, who was killed in action; ˜Joker" Cameron, who figured in South 
Melbourne's colours for ten years; and George Angus, who was a similar period with Collingwood, and was 
captain when they won the Victorian premiership. 

In 1902 I was stationed at Newcastle, in Natal, and captained an Army Soccer team. But the two succeeding 
seasons I played for the R.A.A. (Royal Aust Artillery) team at Queenscliff (Victoria), though I was offered a 
place in several of the Victorian League clubs. I donned the Paddington colours in 1905, and represented New 
South Wales in the first inter State match against Victoria after the resuscitation of the game in Sydney. The 
season after found me in Brisbane, and I played for Brisbane and Ipswich clubs, and also represented 
Queensland against New South Wales. 
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In 1907-8 I was stationed at Thursday Island, and had a go at Rugby Union, but in 1908 I was once again in 
Brisbane. I represented Queensland at the first Australasian Carnival at Melbourne. I have played for 
Paddington since the beginning of 1909, and I play the Northern Union rules with regimental teams at present. 
Of the 1905 New South Wales representative team only Ralph Robertson and I now remain on the active list. 

I consider Ralph Robertson the headiest player I have ever been associated with. Any scientific footballer would 
have no difficulty in teaming with him. I recommend young players to study his methods. You see, he never 
misses an opportunity of passing to a comrade in a better position than himself. And his play is always for the 
side, irrespective of self." 

ADVICE TO YOUNG PLAYERS 
"As an old player, I would like to give a word of advice to young footballers. One of the first things I would 
impress upon them is to avoid cliqueism (sic). Don't have particular pals to play to; always put your team before 
everything else on the field. Select a comrade in a good position to pass to as soon as you get the ball, and send 
it on to him at once. Never mind a tricky, pretty run. Get rid of the ball quickly before opponents have time to 
form up to meet your attack. 

If a forward, try and escape from your opponent; if a back, follow your man wherever I he goes. Centres should 
not wander from their place. On a large ground they get more opportunities by keeping their proper position 
than by wandering towards the backs or forwards. Obey your captain without argument; you put him in that 
position, and should stand by him. When the hall is being kicked from a mark, arrange who is to fly and who is 
to stay down. One should be in front and the other behind the high-markers. The ball comes to the 'floor' offener 
(sic) than it is marked. Don't bounce the ball when, beginning your run; travel a full ten yards first. But run as 
little as possible; kick the sphere hard and often, but always to a mate. Only handball to a man in a better 
position; handball is easily overdone. Don't be selfish; you play a better game for yourself when you consider 
your side first." 

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN THE GAME 
Yes, although our game is now grand, I think it could be still further improved. I favour the erection of a bar, 
with 6 points for an untouched kick over the bar, 2 points if under, and 1 point touched over or under the bar and 
1 point for a behind. This would improve the game by making a goal harder to get, and therefore of more value. 
It would give the full-back a better chance to participate in the play than he now enjoys. Then, again, dribbled 
goals are not worth six points. 

 suggested similar alterations in the 'Referee' some years ago. Many correspondents wrote, some in favour, some 
against. But, like you, I am of opinion they would immensely improve the game. But proceed. � 

Well, when the regulation size of the ground cannot be obtained, I favour the reduction of the teams to 15. We 
boast of the openness of our game, but 36 men on small areas make play congested. Instead of the 'throw-in,' 
when the ball goes out of bounds, I think a free kick should be given to opponents when the ball goes out on the 
full; at other times the 'throw-in' to be adhered to. � 

"I also suggested a similar rule, with the exception that a certain portion of the ground at each end should be 
exempt. It would certainly make the game much faster. 

It would, replied Bert. There is still another rule I would like to see introduced, and that is, the umpire should 
have the power to order an offending player off the field. The argument that it places too much power in his 
hands will not hold water. We must trust our umpires. Occasions are rare when an umpire spoils a game, and a 
man who strikes an opponent should not be allowed to play. Clubs would soon drop 'fightable' (sic) players, 
who are a disgrace to any game. � 

PROMISING PLAYERS 
Well, there are many young players who are showing excellent football, namely, McLean (North Shore), 
McConville and Stewart (East Sydney), Chapman, McCann, Mahoney (Paddington), Ratcliffe and the 
McLarens (Balmain), Hortin (Newtown), and Mack and O'Grady (Sydney). 

The best players' I have been associated with? I am afraid the task is far too difficult; A flood of names of 
good,  in fact, great footballers fly to my mind; but to name some means leaving out dozens of others. 
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Yes, I - have found Australian football as played in New South Wales a beautiful game. It is nearly always 
fought out in the best possible spirit. Both, contesting teams leave the ground pals, 'and the spirit at' strenuous 
rivalry is only maintained as it should be on the field. The game is clean. I have played - all codes, and, and 
whilst I enjoy any game of football, I consider the Australian invented pastime's greatest charm is that .it seems 
to possess all the good and leaves out the bad points of the other codes. 'It is strenuous, requiring well-trained 
men; it is fast, and - therefore attractive to spectators; it is clean, though not by any means ladylike, as its 
opponent's endeavour to paint it. Then it is open, onlookers seeing all the game, and the scoring is fast, and 
therefore exciting. Drawn games ”always unsatisfactory ” are rare, and a match between two good teams always 
furnishes a clever exhibition. In short, it is full of incident; dull moments being very rare. � 

FUTURE OF THE GAME IN NEW SOUTH WALES 
'I consider the game should be developed principally by local talent. Second Graders should be taught that 
selection in the First Grade should be their ambition. There seems to be too much difficulty in getting the 
Association (second grade) players to come into the League. This is radically wrong. The club that builds up a 
complete team of local lads will have the biggest following. Besides, players living in the same district will have 
a chance working up combination, so necessary to success it is hard on a captain each year to have a new set of 
players. They are strange to each other, and the season, is well advanced before a thorough understanding exists 
between them." 

There should be only one club in each district, which should select its players for each grade. The selectors 
would have to watch the schools. The Third Grade team could be picked principally from schoolboys, who 
could work their way up to the seniors. Young players' ambition should be to represent their districts in inter-
State- matches. 

'Bert Watts, who is a Captain in the State Artillery, has had vast experience in his long football career. This 
interview is particularly instructive from the players' and managerial sides. It is to be hoped his remarks will 
bear fruit. His own football has been of a most exemplary character. "The ball all the time'' is always his motto, 
and his influence on the Paddington team, which he captains, is most marked. Players would do well to select 
skippers of the calibre of Watts. The matches would always improve enjoyable under such leadership. Captain 
Watts left Sydney for England yesterday, where he will pursue his studies in the British Army." 
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“The Signing of Davies was Unethical” 
You have probably never heard of Freddie Davies  ...  not many football 
followers these days have. 

But Fred was one of those rare players from NSW (Sydney), who went on to 
captain a VFL Club, but that was in 1934.  Ironically Davies was not the first 
Sydneyite to captain his VFL Club, Fitzroy.  Chris Lethbridge from the now 
defunct, YMCA Club was captain in 1922 and later non-playing coach. 

However Fred had an ignominious start to his VFL career. 

Born in Sydney he attended Double Bay Public School where the headmaster, Tom Stafford, was a keen 
(Australian) football supporter and one of few teachers in Sydney who actively promoted the game in and out of 
school. 

Following his schooling the snowy headed Fred was elevated to the ranks of  the local senior club, Paddington 
and by 1925 was a permanent fixture in their first grade.  When the team combined with East Sydney in 1926 he 
went on to become one of the stars of the new Eastern Suburbs Club and the league. 

He represented NSW against the VFL as well as Richmond and Footscray Clubs in 1925 and twice against the 
VFL in 1926, so he was no slouch. 

Then in the All-States carnival held in Melbourne in 1927 where he again was representing the state, the 
manager of the NSW team, Leo Percy, made an astounding announcement at a public function. 

He told those gathered at a dinner held during the carnival where officials from all of the VFL clubs were 
present “I want to refer to the despicable action of the officials of one of your League clubs in persuading 
Davies, one of our best men, to sign an agreement to play with their team next season. I can assure you 
that I will do my utmost to prevent it”  

It was an unfortunate introduction to league football for Davies.  It was also reported that in 1928 he knocked 
back a big offer £4/10/, a week ($340 in today's money and well in excess of the weekly wage) to play football 
and a job in the bargain, however it wasn't until 1930 that he made his entry to Melbourne football in a season 
where he played the whole 18 games. 

Fred made 63 appearances for Fitzroy from 1930-34 during a period when they didn't enjoy the best of 
success.  He gained the captaincy in his last year by default when the original captain (and coach), Jack 
Cashman was of the opinion that he did not have the committee's complete confidence and went off to play with 
Carlton after only two games.  It was then that the captaincy of the side was thrown in Fred's lap and he went on 
to lead the side for the rest of the season, winning his first (against Carlton) and a further five games for the 
year. 

After that the 28 year old pulled up stumps and returned to Sydney where he was appointed captain of the new 
St George Club and later leading them to a premiership in 1937. 
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Leo Harry – forever an umpire 
We pulled this out of a 1931 newspaper. 

“HIGH UMPIRE’S FEES 
Leo Harry, chairman of tho Umpire Sydney Appointment Board, played for Northcote 
(Vic.) for three years, and in Sydney for 13 years. He holds what is believed to be an 
Australian record for umpire’s fees in any code of football.   

In 1923 he received 18 guineas (believe it or not, $1200 in today’s money) for umpiring a 
match at Corowa, NSW. The fee was so high because Leo had to pay another man to do the work in Sydney he 
vacated  taking the time off for the trip to the ‘bush’. Mr. Harry is a son of the (very) late Jack Harry, the famous 
Victorian cricketer of Northcote (Vic.). His son Jack, though only three years of age, promises to follow in his 
footsteps. Leo says the, youngster can run like a deer.” 

Leo came to Sydney following the first world war and became involved in football, firstly as an umpire and later 
as a league official. 

He was active as a Vice President of the NSW Football League, Chairman of the Umpires’ Appointment Board 
for many years, NSW state team manager on several occasions the ground manager at many interstate and finals 
games. 

The same newspaper reported in 1929: 
“OFFICIAL’S RETIREMENT 
Leo. Harry, hon. secretary and founder of the New South Wales Australian Rules Umpires’ Association, will 
retire at the end of the present season after ten years meritorious service.  Mr. Harry refers with pride to the fact 
that, when he formed the Association of Umpires ten years ago (1919), they were paid 2/6 ($9 in today’s money) 
a match. To-day they are paid £1/2/6 ($84 in today’s money). Mr. Harry’s loss will be almost irreparable.” 

Then in 1947 a report said: 
“AUSTRALIAN RULES STALWART 
Leo Harry, claims a record for the code in this State. 
He possesses life-membership medals of the N.S.W. League (1940), the NSW Australian National Football 
Umpire’s Association, and the Metropolitan Juniors’ Association.” 

It’s amazing that people, like Leo, do so much for football and they become forgotten with the passing of 
time.  Leo died without much fanfare in 1962 aged 72. 
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OLD UMPIRES NEVER DIE 
How does the saying go?  "Old umpires never die, they simply lose their whistle." 
 
Such was the case when these two former Sydney umpires paid a surprise visit to 
the Society's rooms at the Western Suburbs Aussie Rules Club, Croydon Park. 
 
On the left in the pic is Jim McSweeney who did his first umpiring job in the mid-
1950s;  He is now 81.  And on the right is Chris Huon, the man we described 
forever a bridesmaid, never a bride, meaning that he got second place in at least 
three grand final umpiring appointments in Sydney during his career.  The man in 

the centre is Paul Macpherson, himself an umpire in Victoria’s Diamond Valley FL in Melbourne. 
 
He told the story today that in the days of the single umpire in the late 1960s, two would be appointed to the 
grand final.  Both would dress and ready themselves for the game.  Then, the chairman of the Umpires' 
Appointment Board would come into the umpires’ room at Trumper Park and announce who was to control the 
game.  Chris always got second place and the position of reserve umpire, on the bench. 
 
Nevertheless the two assumed a number of roles in their time on the committee of the Umpires' Association, 
from president through to treasurer. 
 
The two still umpire today, but now they officiate in the Masters Football Competition in Sydney. 
Chris brought with him a number of items he donated to the Society which were precious to him during his time 
with the whistle.  They include rule books, appointment sheets, notes on umpiring, meeting minutes etc.  The 
Society will scan then house these objects in their collection at Croydon Park. 

While Jim had with him a photo of the umpires who officiated in the 1969 Under 19 Grand Final.  From left: 

Graeme Whykes, Ken Smith, Leo Magee, Jim McSweeney, Peter Ryder, Bert Odewahn, Pat McMahon, Bob 
Tait.  Here again, Jim was the 'reserve' umpire. 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/2015-McSweeney-Macpherson-Huon.jpg
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Best & Fairest During WWII 
In 1943 a slightly built, sandy headed young man signed up for the army in 
Melbourne in February.  He was Bob Neate and one of many to join the forces 
which would take most overseas during the conflict. 
 
At the time Bob was a footballer with a suburban side, not particularly talented, but 
a real goer on the wing.  He weighed in just over 10 stone (70kg) and following 
enlistment, was sent to Sydney for training.  Most infantry training in those days 
was undertaken at Ingleburn. 
 

Being a footy fanatic he went to a match in Sydney at Trumper Park and asked for a game.  He signed 
with the Sydney Club, which later changed its name to Sydney Naval.  Fortunately for Bob he was 
posted closer to the city to undertake a course and, for a month or two, was housed under the 
grandstand at Randwick Racecourse.  This gave him easy access to the Paddington ground for training 
and playing. 
 
Later however Neate was tansferred to a camp about 7km outside Bathurst which curtailed his 
sporting activities.  He began to play inter unit football but yearned to get back to Sydney to play for 
Sydney Naval. 
 
He spoke to some club officials who said they would pay his return train fare of 19/11 (nineteen 
shillings and eleven pence - $2 or $70.31 today) per week if he could travel down from Bathurst to 
play. 
 
Bob had to clear this with his commanding officer who said he would have to finish his duties on 
Friday afternoon and be back in camp by 8:00am on the Sunday following Saturday games and 
8:00am on Mondays if the team played on Sundays.  If however, if he was rostered for guard duty, he 
would have to remain in camp. 
 
The soldiers' accommodation at the Bathurst camp is described here: 

The original barracks were made from galvanised iron and 
had no insulation. On sunny days they were extremely hot 
inside but freezing cold at night . The troops slept on palliasses 
which are hessian bags stuffed with fresh straw. During the 
cold winter months, the soldiers were issued with four grey 
blankets and slept in "long johns" under their  pyjamas along 
with any other clothing that did not restrict their breathing. 
However the army was not always so tough on its men "during 
the winter months they were allowed to sleep in till 6.30am 
instead of 6.00am! 

So in the freezing cold Bob would hitch a ride in an army truck from the camp to the railway station at 
Bathurst where he would catch the 11:00pm train for Sydney arriving at 6:00am.  When the games 
were over Bob was straight down to Central where he caught the last mail train back to Bathurst 
arriving in the worst of the weather.  Fortunately there was 
always an army truck at the station which would give him a 
lift  in the rear of the uncovered vehicle back to camp. 
 
He had an aunt and uncle in North Sydney so after arriving 
at Central would catch a further train over the bridge and 
have breakfast with them.  He would then find his way to 
one of the grounds, which in those days mainly consisted of 
Erskineville Oval and Trumper Park with the latter again 
used of a Sunday where games attracted huge crowds. 
 

https://nswfootballhistory.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/1944-Bob-Neate-B-F.jpg
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He played in the club's historic 1944 Grand Final win at Erskineville Oval when the team came from 
fourth place to steal the flag.  They won the first semi by a point over St George then in the 
preliminary it was a 17 year old naval rating, Jack Sheedy, who was the hero in the mud when he 
marked a greasy ball on the forward flank in the dying minutes of the game.  No-one gave him any 
chance but the very talented Western Australian who in 2001 was inducted into the AFL's Hall of 
Fame, booted a goal with metres to clear to give his side a three point win and straight into the grand 
final. 
 
Neate eventually did serve overseas but not before he won Sydney Naval's 1944 Best & Fairest.  We 
have attached a copy from the Sydney Football Record of 23 September 1944 above where it shows 
Neate's achievement. 
 
A 1.5 hour oral interview conducted with Bob in 2005 about his time in Sydney is available at the 
State Library of NSW.  It is soon to be digitised and available for the public. 
 
Upon his return to civilian life, Bob was recruited to Hawthorn where he played one game for the 
Hawks in 1946. 
 
The attached photo shows the Sydney Naval side of 1945 taken at Trumper Park with Bob Neate 
second from the left in the front row. 
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Application for membership of the Society 
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